NVFS Insider: Providing More Than Just a Home

Every child deserves love and security. Plus: Gala Recap | CARE Awards Applications Due

Follow us on social media!

Volunteer

Donate

Providing More Than Just a Home: NVFS’ Therapeutic Foster Care
Program
A deeper look at NVFS’ Therapeutic Foster Care program and what sets it apart
No child should have to live with the notion that they aren’t worthy of love, stability and
opportunity. But for approximately 5,000 children in Virginia, such affection and comfort can seem
unattainable. Northern Virginia Family Service (NVFS) strives to ensure that once a child enters
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our Therapeutic Foster Care (TFC) program, we are able to help alleviate his or her stress to allow
him or her to enjoy a healthier childhood.
By removing the burden of unstable housing and stress over where their next meal will come
from, children enrolled in NVFS’ TFC program can expend their energies on excelling in school,
making new friends and establishing healthy relationships with caring, trustworthy adults.
Read More

$643,000+ Raised at Road to Independence Gala
Thank you to everyone who joined us for the
2018 Road to Independence Gala! We heard
stories of transformation, celebrated our
collective community impact and honored a
Legend in Dr. William A. Hazel, Jr. Together,
we raised more than $643,000 to ensure
NVFS can continue meet the evolving
needs of our neighbors.
There are so many great reasons to support
NVFS, and we hope you continue to discover
new ones through your commitment to NVFS
and making Northern Virginia a better place for
everyone.

Watch Our Featured Video

Top Volunteer Needs
Client Intake for
Food Assistance

Greeter &
Receptionist

(Bilingual – English/Spanish)

(Bilingual – English/Spanish)

Manassas

Falls Church

Shelter Passenger Drivers
Manassas
Woodbridge

Hyatt Uplifts Northern Virginia While Partnering with NVFS
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Through the years, Hyatt Regency Tysons
Corner Center’s investment in Northern
Virginia Family Service (NVFS) has ranged from
hands-on volunteering efforts to directly
funding NVFS programs.
“The hands-on-volunteer activities greatly
impact our employees in a positive way. Every
volunteer leaves with a huge smile and the
feeling that they have made a difference in the
community,” shares Director of Human
Resources Annette Sanner.

Read More

Do You Work for a CARE-ing Company? Apply for a CARE Award!
For more than 25 years, the CARE Awards
have recognized progressive companies
moving the needle to make Northern Virginia a
better place for everyone to work, live and
play.
Spotlight your company’s efforts to provide
deep community impact, improve employee
well-being and create outstanding company
culture by applying today. Applications are due
May 31.

Apply Now

Make a Lasting Impact on Our Community
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Join the Village of Impact, a unique giving
society that engages and educates family
members of all generations throughout the
year. Members participate in volunteer
activities to encourage the value of service and
engage in a dialogue among themselves and
their children on important issues in our
community.
We will kick off the summer with a cookout
and canned food drive on Saturday, June 23.
Join the Village of Impact to see how you can
help create a stronger community for us all.

Join Today

Top Donation Needs
Family shelters: Pillows, toilet paper, paper
towels, gift cards in $10 increments, double
and single strollers, bus tokens, welcome home
baskets (kitchen tools, cleaning supplies,
sheets, and towels), air mattresses, lamps and
kitchen items (pots and pans, plates,
silverware, small appliances)
Hunger Resource Center: Cereal
(Recommended: Low-sugar and/or multigrain)
For a complete list of NVFS needs, please see
our wishlist.

Read More

Events & Opportunities at NVFS
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CARE Awards Application

For local companies

Deadline: Thursday, May 31

Village of Impact
Summer Cookout
Saturday, June 23

Yard Sales Benefiting the
Community
Now through August

Read More

RSVP Today

Read More
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